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rtments hit hard
dgar's c_
utbacks
epartments are
hit hard by Gov.
announcement last
state universities are
ve to cut 1 percent
t budgets.
ed state universities
'on in cutbacks as a
ore than $75 million
cuts designed to alleseen state budget
the hardest hit by
the departments in
of Liberal Arts and

521,000 Eastern is
to cut from its current
23,000 (62 percent)
areas under the jurisRo bert Kindrick,
vice president for
affairs. Of that,
3 percent) will come
arts and sciences.
, dean of the College
s and Sciences, said
95 1/2 percent of his
erating budget ($13
oes to salaries, and

since there have been no salary
cuts and no one has been fired as
of yet, the cutbacks are being
taken from the other 4 1/2 percent.
He added that the departments
were "decimated." The biggest
areas the departments would likely cutback on are contractual services and commodities.
Each of the 17 departmental
chairs in liberal arts and sciences
were asked by Laible to cut 65
percent of the money that still
remains in their budgets. Laible
said each chair of each department had the opportunity to make
their own cuts in their respective
departments.
"We gave (the department
chairs) the _dollar amount we had
to have in order to meet our goals,
and they decided where these cuts
would come from," Laible said.
He added that he did not know
if all of the deans were handling
the situation in the same manner,
but he has received "excellent
cooperation" from the chairs in
his college.
·
Laible said a significant impact
•Continued on page 2

U.S. to reject
any cease-fire
plan by Soviets
DHAHRAN, Saudi Arabia The U.S. military said Sunday that
no date has been set for an allied
ground offensive in the Persian
Gulf War, and Washington said it
would reject any Soviet peace plan
calling for a cease-fire.
Here in Saudi Arabia, American
and Iraqi patrols clashed along the
border in seven separate engagements between 5 a.m. and I0 a.m.
Sunday.
In two of the clashes Sunday,
20 Iraqi troops whose positions

.
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Guardian
Life guard Melissa McCarty, junior elementary education major,
guards swimmers Sunday afternoon in Lantz pool.

od donated may answer many needs
nt publicity about the use of civilsupplies for the soldiers in the
Gulf may boost the spring blood
out, said organizers.
ver, the blood products collected
tern students this week may not be
military purposes. According to
· e, blood services consultant for the
, this region was asked to send 375
December for military use. Since
requests have been made from the
for this region, said Cline.
ood drive, entitled "Bring Your Own
set for the University Ballroom of
'n Luther King Jr. University Union.

is

•Blood drive holds special
importance to one student.
Page 3.
Times for the blood drive are: Monday from
I p.m. to 7 p.m., Tuesday through Thursday
from l 1 a.m. to 5 p.m. and Friday from 9
a.m. to 2 p.m.
"We need to maintain an adequate and stable community blood supply, in case the need
(for blood products in the Gulf) arises, so the
loss will not have a negative impact," said
Cline. The key to maintaining an adequate
community blood supply, added Cline, is to
be prepared. The spring blood drive will help
prepare the Red Cross in this region to send

blood, if necessary.
"We don't know if the blood will be used
(for troops in the Gulf) or not," said Kelly
Walters, co-chair of the blood drive committee. However, she. does anticipate a large
turnout and expects no problems in meeting
this semester's goal of 1,500 pints.
Donors will also see a few changes in the
blood drive this semester. The ballroom will
be festively decorated and provide donors
with some entertainment to create a brighter
atmosphere , said Walters.
All donors should eat a solid, nutritious
meal before giving blood and restrict activity
to a moderate level for four hours following
their donation, said Cline . In doing so,
donors reduce risk of fainting and other side
effects.

were overwhelmed by U.S. firepower surrendered and walked into
Saudi Arabia with Apache helicopters guarding them from overhead, the U.S. Command said.
"They dropped their weapons,
and that's when we just herded
them back with the Apaches,"
Marine Brig. Gen. Richard Neal
told a military briefing in Riyadh.
"It's kind of unique how we captured those prisoners." British military officials admitted Sunday that
a bomb from an RAF Tornado
veered off course into the western
Iraqi town of Fallouja during an
attack on a bridge last week. Iraq
has claimed that 130 people were
killed and 78 wounded when the
bomb hit an apartment building and
an outdoor market on Thursday.
The British said there was no
evidence to support the Iraqi claims
of large-scale civilian casualties,
but their investigation was continuing.
If the probe confirms-the Iraqi
· claim, it would be a big propaganda
victory for Baghdad, which repeatedly has claimed that allied warplanes are killing hundreds of Iraqis
• Continued on page 2

litary gives m'edia more access to cover ground war
H, Saudi Arabia (AP) - U.S. milimanders, responding to demands
ter media access to the battlefield,
nday they would allow about 40
urnalists to directly cover U.S.
a ground war.
· umalists' work will continue to be
to military censorship, but officers
y hope the additions, which mean at
journalists are allowed in the field,
ourage reporters or photographers
ing off on their own.
e journalists have been arrested or
for defying war coverage systems
by Saudi and U.S. officials, but as far
own none have had press credentials
revoked.
ared during such a venture and
ly is being held in Baghdad.

Words and images from the pool coverage, after military censorship, are made
available to hundreds of other journalists
covering the war from areas away from the
battle.
The pools will go with field units before
"G-day," the undisclosed date on which the
U.S.-Ied coalition is expected to launch a
ground offensive.
The attack is considered a certainty by
some senior allied officers, and is expected
to come within the next week to lO days.
More than 120 journalists have been
assigned to media pools since a week
before the war began Jan. 17, and many
have been in the field, living with American
troops on a full or part-time basis.
When the 40 or so newcomers are added,
there will be 93 journalists, most of them in
seven-member pools, with the Army's

seven combat divisions and related units.
About 28 others are assigned to Marine
units, 14 to the Air Force and seven to each
of the Navy battle groups in the Persian
Gulf and the Red Sea. At least I 0 journalists will be with Marine amphibious forces
that are being primed for a classic beach
invasion somewhere along the Kuwait
coast.
At the same time, Gen. Norman
Schwarzkopf, the U.S. commander, has
ordered division commanders to exercise
more caution in clearing the "pool reports "
written by reporters in the field.
Under Pentagon ground rules , reporters
are barred from disclosing anything that
could threaten "operational security," and
their reports must be checked and approved
by commanders to make sure they contain
no information of value to the enemy.

Navy Capt. Ronald Wildermuth, the
chief information officer for Schwarzkopf's
Central Command headquarters and
Operation Desert Storm, said some units
were being identified in news copy in ways
that could reveal their location.
"If the Iraqis knew where a certain unit
was located, they could know the capabilities of the forces in that area," he said.
Although nothing prevents Iraq from
acquiring access to the scores of pool
reports written so far if it really wants them,
Wildermuth said he had "no evidence of
their use by the Iraqis." Some senior U.S.
officers have privately expressed IJlOre concern about the live televising of command
briefings and troop activity, fearing Iraqi
President Saddam Hussein could learn valuable informatiom from them.
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Two more Americans kill
·by friendly fire, during bat

MEKLY COLUMN BY E. DUANE ELBERT

I

uRNiNCtBAClf"THE PAG

Editor's note: E. Duane Elbert is
Eastern's centennial historian, preparing
for the university's JOOth anniversary in
1995. In commemoration of that and the
recent 75th anniversary of The Daily
Eastern News, Elbert's weekly column
will take us back to what happened on
campus 75, 50 and 25 years ago.
75 years ago - Feb. 15, 1916
Normal School News
A mass meeting of the students was
held in the assembly room Friday after
recess to practice yells and songs to be
used in the game with Bradley Friday
night. The yell leaders, Ritter Harris and
Tarble took charge. Speeches were made
by several members of the faculty.

***
The seniors enjoyed a movie party last
Tuesday evening at the "Rex" theatre. The
play given was "The Dictator" by Richard
Harding Davis. After the shoe they journeyed to the "Greeks" where they enjoyed
refreshments. Mr. Taylor and Miss Dott,
the class "angels," chaperoned the crowd,
although the seniors do not need chaperones.

***
(News From Other Colleges Column)
Three track members of the Illinois
College teams were dismissed today for
failure to pass the midyear examinations
... Twenty-five girls at the Illinois
Wesleyan University were suspended for
two weeks because they attended a dance
without the permission of the school.

SO years ago - F.'eb. 19, 1941
Eastern Teachers News
From 4-6 p.m. on Thursday afternoon,
Feb. 13., Eastern co-eds and their
boyfriends enjoyed the traditional
Valentine's Day Tea dance sponsored by
the Women's League. About 250 people
danced to recordings and were refreshed
with red punch and colorful cookies
which carried out the Valentine's Day
motif.

***

department. The general subject for the
essay was "How Can We Make A
Democracy a Living Force."

***
Dr. Charles Coleman of the social science department gave an address in special observance of the anniversary of
Lincoln's birthday in chapel Feb. 12: Dr.
Coleman compared Lincoln and the emergencies confronting him in the Civil War
with Roosevelt and the emergencies facing our government at present.

***
About 230 people attended a dance
given in the old auditorium Friday
evening after the Eastern vs. DeKalb basketball game. Mickey McMilland of
DeKalb gave a "jitterbug" exhibition
which was thoroughly enjoyed by the
dancers.

25 years ago - Feb. 16, 1966
Eastern News
The Board of Governors if State
Colleges and Universities will sell $7 .5
million of bonds for buildings at Eastern
during its monthly meeting in Chicago
Monday. According to President Quincy
Doudna, the money will pay for construction of a new women's residence hall and
an addition of Lincoln-Douglas halls.

***
The annual Pike-sponsored Stunt Night
will be held on Thursday, Feb. 17, in
Lantz Gym. Stunt Night began in 1947
under the sponsorship of Kappa Sigma
Kappa. Originally, dormitories, campus
organizations and faculty members were
permitted to perform.
In 1957, Kappa Sigma Kappa became
Chi Nu, a local fraternity, and two years
later the rules of Stunt. Night were
changed to make it an exclusive Greek
production. Stunt Night was continued
after Chi Nu became an active chapter of
Pi Kappa Alpha.

***

Pemberton Hall was placed under a temporary quarantine Feb. 17, after Shirley
Baughham '43, of Edwardsville, was
diagnosed as having scarlet fever. Miss
Baughman was taken to her home.

The Eastern Symphony Orchestra will
present its second concert at 8 p.m.
tonight in the Fine Arts Theatre. The 60member orchestra, conducted by Ea.rl .
Boyd, will include both modern and classical selections in the program, featuring
Catherine A. Smith as piano soloist.

***

***

Thirteen juniors achieved the distinction of high honors in. the annual junior
English essay examination, given last
Monday evening, according to Miss
Isabel McKinney, head of the English

Karamu, Eastern's new faculty publication, made its initial appearance on
Valentine's Day. This issue contains articles, fiction, drawings and poems, representing the work of several departments.
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The Dally Eastern

RIYADH, Saudi Arabia (AP) - A U.S.
Army helicopter on Sunday attacked allied
armored vehicles by mistake during a border
clash with Iraqi forces, killing two American
soldiers and wounding six, the U.S. military
command said.
The incident, the third in which Americans
were killed by friendly fire in the month-old
war, came during a series of nighttime battlefield encounters in which American helicopter crews herded Iraqi soldiers to allied
lines, the U.S. officials said.
In all, helicopters and infantry of the !Olst
airborne division captured 41 Iraqi prisoners
Sunday, allied officials said.
U.S. command spokesmen said the incidents were among seven that flared along the
Saudi border with Kuwait and Iraq overnight.
They attributed the surge of activity to Iraqi
commanders probing allied lines as the possibilty of a ground war looms.

•From page 1
also would be placed upon the students.
Several student workers will be affected
by the budget cuts, since student payrolls
were one of those areas included in contractual services.
"It's really strange when you only have
enough to pay the student payroll up through
Feb. 15," said Johnetta Jones, director
minority student affairs and the Afro
American · Studies program. "I only had
enough to pay the telephone bill for the rest
of the year and no long distance phone
calls."
Jones said it was extremely difficult for
her to simply call someone in and tell them
she had to terminate her position. Jones
added that she previously had two student
workers and had to terminate both positions.
Students also could be asked to contribute
paper for hand outs and tests Laible said. He
added that field trips and science classes
might be cutback in the future to meet the

Military sources said that in at
case, the Iraqis crossed the border in
Arabia before they were attacked
forces.
American troops "initiated al
actions" after spotting the Iraqis on
By using night-vision equipment,
said, "we could see them before
us." "He's doing what any prudent
der would do - trying to find out
hell's out there," said Marine B
Richard Neal, the chief command
said of the Iraqi leadership.
Neal said the Ame1ican casualti
when an Army AH-64 Apache g
Hellfire missiles, hitting a Bradle
vehicle and a M-113 armored pe
er. The M-113 was fitted with
gear for detecting the movement
troops and vehicles, he said.

budget restraints.
Since last semester Laible
in LAS had heard all the ru
"Valentines Day Massacre" w
ing soon.
Laible said the college was.
the payment of approximate!
equipment. Part of that equi
included a Macintosh comp
already been ordered through
department for a Theoreti
course.
"The new, more powerful
to be used by students and·
member this fall," said Da
chair of the Chemistry dep
new faculty member) will
puter, but it will take more ti
Buchanan added that it
to him if Eastern would ha
1
forseen deficit and the su
at the beginning of the
"scrambling around" 2/3 o
the year.

U.S. to reject
•From page 1
and that the raids are targeting civilians.
Speculation continued, meanwhile,
about when the allied forces will augment their non-stop air attacks with a
ground or amphibious offensive.
The French Foreign Minister, Roland
Dumas, said Sunday that the allies have
already set a date for the ground assault.
"We are on the eve or the pre-eve of the
ground offensive for the liberation of
Kuwait," Dumas said in a radio interview in Paris, without saying exactly
when the attack would occur.

In another report, The
said Sunday that the Uni
launch a ground and sea
Iraq does not surrend
"diplomatic deal" in the
The newspaper quoted
military officers in Washi
The report also quo
as saying the allies'
has cut the combat effi
President Saddam Hu
ally in half. U.S. offici
past that 50 percent de
goal before sending g
Kuwait.
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Brett Gerber
not running for president are
not political, but rather he
would like to concentrate on his
coursework and possibly join
other campus organizations.
Gerber added he feels no pressure to run for president and
would be running if he felt the
candidates were not qualified.
"I think Martha (Price)
would do a good job if elected," Gerber said.
Price, who currently serves
as Student Senate executive
vice president, has been the

only student to declare their
candidacy for the president's
post.
Gerber said he will be busy
on Mainstage committee of
University Board and continuing with the Gus Bus program,
which he was instrumental in
planning.
He said he will also be running for president of MidAmerican Interfraternity Council Association. "It's really a
big correspondence job where
I'll try to improve communication (among the fraternity council)."
If elected to that post, Gerber
would preside over 17 states
and deal with issues such as
alcohol abuse, hazing and "trying to knock out stereotypes" of
the Greek system.
Gerber said he also may
remain in student senate by
running as a student senator
seeking the position of chief of
staff. For chief of staff, candidates are approved by a joint
decision of senate student
speaker and president.
"I love student government.
What I'll probably do is run for
chief of staff. I've do11e enough
for student government_''
Gerber said.

ent knows need for blood
gelus said she can
ople's fear of nee'ng blood, but when
n to a matter. of life
decision becomes

, but when you have
you everyday, (it's
to give blood)," she

experience.
as diagnosed as havnemia in May 1988
o be hospitalized for
begun to get bad
and I was very pale,"
"It got to the point I
walk up stairs without
t of breath.
t to the doctor for a
st and when . I went
y called and said I had
get into intensive care
away," she explained.
se of the lack of blood
Angelus ended up wait! I0 days for the three
ansfusions she would

''
''

I used to donate blood before it happened,
but now I have a good reason to do it.

eventually receive.
"I was only in ICU for a couple of hours - until I could get
me another room," she said.
At first the doctors tried giving her iron pills, but she said it
didn't work. "I had a test for
bone marrow ... and I got shots
in my hip. I kept on getting sick.
It was to the point where I
couldn't smell anymore," she
said.
While she was waiting for the
blood transfusion, she still had
blood tests each day. "I had
blood taken out of my arms
more than once a day. I ended
up looking like a heroin addict.
"When I had the transfusions
I had blood going in one arm
and the I.V. in the other and
they still took out blood - this
time from my foot. That really
hurt," Angelus said.
She was released from the
hospital the day of her high

Sharon Angelus

school graduation and she said
she hasn't had any problems
since.
Because of her experience,
Angelus said she has a better
incentive to work in the blood
drive. "I used to donate blood
before it happened, but now I
have a good reason to do it. It
could help a friend or a relative
or even yourself," she said.
This is the first year Angelus
has worked on the blood drive
committee. "I worked with it in
Alpha Phi Omega when I came
here. I found out they (the blood
drive committee) needed help
(with organizing it)," she said.
Her perspective on giving
blood is a unique one, and it
might actually convince people
who are uncertain about donating. "I've seen both sides of it. I
give because it's a good cause
and because I know there's people who need it," she said.
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Campus group makes
connection with Haiti
By LAURA DURNELL
Features editor

At a glance, the country of Haiti
looks picture perfect, like a postcard.
But postcards don't ever reveal
the poor, the hungry and the often
backward conditions that really
exist there.
A group of seven students and
other representatives of the
Newman Catholic Community
connected with those realities on a
December trip to the island as part
of the "Haiti Connection."
"I didn't think people would
come up to me and beg," said
Eastern junior Beth Gangloff, one
of those who went as part of the
Connection, a group that helps people become more educated about
the country. "It's hard to see people
living the way they do without
food, water and medical care."
Despite those living conditions,
though, Gangloff insisted the people are beautiful. "They are very
helpful and have a lot of strong
faith," she said.
As well, Roy Lanham, the director of the Newman Community,
said the entire countryside is beautiful. But the people deserve more
than just a beautiful landscape,
such as decent living conditions.
And that's what the Haiti
Connection was started for about a
year and a half ago. "We just didn't
want to send money," Lanham said.
"The students liked the idea of
building relationships with the people."
They can do this by visiting Haiti
and keeping actively in touch with
the people. The Haiti Connection
made two trips last year and is
planning to take another trip to
Haiti this May.
"Now that we've been down
there three times, they get a sense
that we're for real," said Nancy
Holschuh, who has been to Haiti
three times with the group. "They
don't think we want something
from them." In October Holschuh
will teach kindergarten-age children at a mission in Hinche.
Probably one of the most eyeopening scenes the group found
was in the city of Port-au-Prince.
Rows and rows of slums that serve
as shacks characterize Cite Soleil, a
rundown section of Port-au-Prince.
"They have no access to clean
water; that was one of the main
things I noticed," Gangloff said.
"Raw sewage was in the street."
However with the country's first
freely elected president, JeanBertrand Aristide, the hope of making things better is apparent.
"They now have a chance at a
better tomorrow," Lanham said.
And hopefully, the Haiti

''

They have no access
to clean water; that
was one of the main
things I noticed.
Beth Gangloff
Haiti Connection

''

Connection can help accomplish
that. But Holschuh said becoming
involved with Haiti is not just to do
"great things," but also to learn
from the people as well.
"We try to help, but we ~!so want
to learn," she said. "We went to the
central plateau region and met with
the peasant people of Haiti who
cal led themset ves 'the forgotten
people of Haiti.· They told us their
problems and we listened."
Currently, the Newman Center is
trying to raise 1,000 pairs of shoes
and $1,000 to help the people in
Haiti.
"We don't want a pair of shoes
that are extremely old, worn-out
and have hojes in them," Lanham
said. "Just a pair not worn very
often that are still in good condition
which the person no longer wants."
Along with the shoes, the
Newman Center is also asking for a
$I donation to help cover the costs
of mailing the shoes.
As well, a dual adoption program has been set up. Someone
from the Newman Center adopts a
Haitian child while the child adopts
someone from the center.
"We adopted an orphanage in
Leogane, Haiti, near Port-au-Prince
and visited it during our time down
there," Gangloff said.
While the Newman Center representatives are still learning the
Haitian language of Creole, both
parties communicate through pictures, Gangloff said. Lanham mentioned some letters are translated,
though.
"Right now we are taking Creole
lessons and it works ou·t pretty
well," Lanham said. Eastern student Reginald Craan, a native of
Haiti, is teaching them the language.
"It's a neat language; real
straightforward," Lanham said.
And the Haitians seem just as
excited about learning the language
and lifestyle as the Newman Center
group, Holschuh said. But it
doesn't have to be limited to those
of the Newman Center.
"It's open to anyone, not just
Catholics," Holschuh said.

e Birthday Party' leaves audience with mixed emotions
MANSFIELD
Jerry Eisenhour decided to direct
"nter's "The Birthday Party" one has
er if he knew what he was getting
into.
"sh playwright Pinter's second play,
this past weekend and running at
Arts Theater Friday and Saturday at
and Sunday at 2 p.m., does not transily into the kind of spoon-fed answers
ter goers crave.
does not answer what may be the
questions of the play, though that atticharacteristic of the "Theater of the
d" tradition within which the playworked.
absurdists, as they became known,
oncerned with what constitutes and

Review
defines the beliefs commonly held as true and
rebelled against the "well-made play," calling
into question the so-called real conversation
of those realist pieces.
All a bit dizzying, especially considering
that Eisenhour had to make the Pinter play
less erudite and intellectual to appeal to an
audience who might not have all this background information on the absurdists.
Yet the director seemed to know that audiences love a game, so he emphasized that
part of the author's script, satisfying some of
the audience expectations without replacing
the uncertainty that is requisite for a good
productiokbf a Pinter plal ·
'

At the center of the production is Stanley
Webber (Paul Wiemerslage), the guest of
Meg (Debra Althoff) and Petey (Richie
Heitz) at their seaside boarding house.
Wiemerslage as the surreptious Stanley
plays the role to its existential limits, violence
and punishment all in one. Not once· during
the production did Wiemerslage falter, either
in his accent or lines, as he brought to the role
a hyperthyroid penchant.
Althoff as Meg is almost perfect, doddering and mislead, playing the perpetual child
so well it's a bit unnerving. And Heitz as
Petey does a decent bit at seeming bemused.
If there is a performance in the play to rival
Wiemerslage's it is that of Bill Zorn as
Goldberg, one of two men who appear to be
hired killers coming to bring Stanley back to
the organization he has fled. Zorn gets. major .
mileage out of his role by being excruciating-

ly deprivated.
It's too bad the other half of the pair of
killers, McCann (Gary Denton) is no match
for Zorn's Goldberg. Apparently trying to
take the Pinter pause to its extreme, Denton
cannot deliver his lines with the accuracy he
needs, slipping in and out of an annoying
Irish accent, a not too welcome distraction
from Mr. Pinter's words.
And Cindy Elzy, who plays Lulu, is another distraction, plying Pinter's self-reflexive
prose with a pubescent penchant she surely
wants to dispel.
But those two miscues are minor quibbles.
Kudos should go to whole cast and crew,
especially Eisenhour, who manages to bring
some semblance of order to a play that argues
against a well-defined order - something that
is nu minortask.
. . . .. _ ~..
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News Gerber the natural pick for preside
Five disappointing realizations
to which I came this week:
• Vending machines on this
campus offer too much bad stuff
and not enough- apples, fruit juice,
etc.
• There's a new "joker's Wild"
on late-night television.
• No matter how hard I tried, I
couldn't make out what that banner behind George Bush said
about the Patriot missile. The first David
six words were easy: Proud Lindquist
Americans Taking Responslblllty In
Our ...
What about the T'? Can anybody help me out with this
one?
• I'm the only person In the world who watches "Twin
Peaks" on a truly regular basis.
·And finally, this university apparently won't see Brett
Gerber as Its next student body president.
Likely the hardest of the five disappointing realizations
to swallow, there It was In black and white In last
Monday's edition of this newspaper.
Senate members Kristy Koch, Steve MitCdluso, Martha
Price, Brian Riordan and Blake Wood aspire to be the next
student senate executive board.
Huh?
The last .thing I want to do In this column Is slight the
vast leadership talents arrayed among the five individuals
who are running for executive seats.
But the fact that Brett Gerber is not among the five is
one that cannot be Ignored.
For three years, Gerber has literally groomed himself
for the role of prez. I can still remember the night of May
3, 1989, when Gerber was elected senate speaker in a
tight 15-14 election over Lisa Farrell.
"He has worked hard with RHA. He was the chair for
the talent show as well as chair for the Hollywood
Squares Eastern Style, which was a great feat," senate
member Mary Kennedy said that night in Gerber's favor.
You've come a long way, Brett.
And granted, Mr. Gerber wasn't always held In the
highest of regards in this newsroom back then. In fact. a
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Editorials represent the opinion
of the editorial board. Columns
are the opinion of the author.
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Students should
help by giving
blood this week
It all starts on Monday.
That's when the American Red Cross will
be on campus for the spring blood drive, an
annual event on Eastern' s campus.
The Red Cross has set a goal of 1 , 500
pints, which is 50 pints more than last
spring' s goal.
But let's hope that the goal will be surpassed by a considerable amount instead of
being barely met on the last day, a bad
precedent that's been set in recent years.
There are many good reasons to give
blood, though the chief reas6n is that giving
blood helps save lives.
·
People really shouldn't need more of areason than that.
With the Persian Gulf War currently raging and the possibility of a ground war virtually imminent, the need_for blood may be
increasing.
That's where Eastern students can help.
help by taking a little time to save some
lives. to make their contribution to the war
effort- and to the business of saving lives.
So the reasons for giving far outweigh
whatever else may be going on next week
when the Red Cross is on campus - they'll
be here until Friday - asking .for help in lifesaving.
The theme of this spring's blood drive is
"BYOB" or "Bring Your Own Blood," a
clever acronym that conjures up other connotations.
The real point is that students should
help, not for catchy slogans or all those neat
treats the Red Cross has for after-blood-giving but for all the good it can do those in
need of blood.
Though the rewards of giving blood may
not be realized on an individual, one-onone basis, those rewards will last in a strong
way - even if it's hard to see that when
you're on a stretcher at the blood drive.
We urge you to support the Red Cross by
giving blood because they'll do what's best
with that supply. And that's likely going to
be quite important in the coming months.
As that one song says, give blood.

former News editor once editorialized that Ge
the "ringleader of Senate circus."
But like I stated earlier, we've all grown
Brett didn't let a little heat in the media get to hi
Instead, he became the highest profile, m
member of the student senate that I've en
rouryears.
Among his accomplishments, Gerber se
voice of Eastern's student body during one ci
tumultuous periods - the potential hike In
bar-entry age to 21.
It honestly can be argued that Gerber had
with keeping entertainment options open for
dents than any oth~r single individual.
Gerber also displayed his interest In Eas
partaking in the safest possible environment
Instrumental In the "Gus Bus" program, which
estimations - Is a surprising hit.
In addition, Gerber spent the past two
Springfield working In the Statehouse.
Most recently, Brett has served as Eastern'
tatlve to the Board of Governors, sitting In
tributing to pressure-cooker meetings Inv
Institution's allegedly unethical hiring pi
I don't feel comfortable speculating on
ticket doesn't include Gerber. It's pre
knowledge that those student senate thl
bit sticky.
·
Maybe it's because Brett went to a com
before transferring to Eastern. Or maybe It
approP,rlate to have three fraternity bro
Riordan and Macaluso are all members of
- on the same executive board.
Regardless of the circumstances, virtual
ential senate members have aligned th
Price, leaving Gerber in the proverbial cold.
In short, Gerber's story is one of an ups
controversial student politician who made
a lot of good things for his university.
seems that he will be shut out of a well
to do more.
- David Lindquist ls Verge editor dlld a
nist for The Daily Eastern News

,Editorial

Your Turn
Performance was
top-notch; more
should have gone

.

RJJt9JY,S,~ .

Dear editor:
As mayor of the city of
Charleston, and In conjunction
with our affiliation with our sister
city, Fengshan, Taiwan, Republic
of China, I was privileged to
attend the performance of the
Chinese Golden Dragon Acrobats,
Wayne Lanman
Tuesday in the Dvorak Concert
. Charleston mayor
Hall. While I feel certain there
was sufficient publicity prior to
this performance, I was dlsappointed there was not a large
crowd in attendance.
This performance was one of
the finest of Its type that I have
seen. I have attended many Dear editor:
entertaining performances in
There seems to be a double
many cities In the Unjted States. standard at work within the conincluding Las Vegas, and I have fines of city hall, namely with
never attended a more entertain- ..~h.arl,e.s,tc?D ¥ayo~ W~yne Lanmar ,
1.n g and enjoyable demonst:r,a.tio.n,- '!:>Jm?i~s~)a~~..P.I. ~~~!t}f.. t;9nce~9 11

c1·ty's top man
could use a course
in management

We really need the support
of the students. (About) 20
f II bl 00 d t
percen t O a
ransfused is collected from high
schQol and college students
to maintain the blood supply.
· Da.v.e Chne

The artists held the audience
spellbound for two hours. The
costuming and the music only
increased the impact of this powerful performance.
While I regret the size of the
audience, I deeply appreciate the
opportunity I had to attend. I
urge everyone, that if another
opportunity presents Itself, please
see the Chinese Golden Dragon
Acrobats.
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Lanman.

green ribbon symbolizes peace
g to my friend today. "You don't see
flag," she said. "I'm ashamed of this
Ink it's right. I don't think that we did
Id first. I know that Saddam is bad, but
we tried all the peaceful alternatives
tell me this, but no one else. We live in
It Is unpatriotic not to wave your flag
the WalMart store today and got green
yellow, or red, white and blue ribbon,
neon green, and straight pins. I paid for
at the counter to borrow scissors. I
d pinned it on my coat.
t for?" somebody asked.

d.
ng to my son today. He had suddenly
Ing and zapping me with his homeThe news was on, and he said "Why do

Guest viewpoint

.

T.
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PHILLlrS

they talk about killing all day long?" That's all they
talk about, and it's bad.
"Why do people kill each other?"
"I don't know," I said.
You see, he plays war. Real war he knows is pain.
We haven't lived through what the Iraqis have, but
he senses it. I sense it.
The bombed out craters of a country we've never
ever seen ... that we will destroy and then rebuild!
What the hell kind of sense is that?
What's that ribbon for, someone asks.
For peace, the earth, the people of the earth, I say.

page
Editorials represent the opinion
of the editorial board. Columns
are the opinion of the author.

- T. Phil/fps is a Charleston res_ident.
-
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WAR IN THE

Guu

A Campus
Forum of views: What other universities
believe about this war
EDITORIALS FROM ACROSS THE COUNTRY

The Dally Northwestern
Northwestern University
Warriors must seek peace. and consider its terms
With the Persian Gulf War nearly three weeks old, the
United States-led coalition needs to consider on what
terms it will accept peace. No matter how much the war
escalates, the United States and it allies must remember
their defined objective and never give up the desire to
end the crisis without wasting more lives ...
Unfortunately, even if the war fully achieves the goals of
the United Nations resolution, Saddam Hussein may well
remain in control of Iraq, with much of his military intact.
But neither the United Nations resolution nor international law allows the United States or its allies to fight for
Saddam's ouster, unless it is a by-product of liberating
Kuwait ...
... The government is too willing to act as
the world's policeman. The Bush administration should
know that opposition to the war would lessen if we were
just a sizeable part of the coalition fighting Iraq, rather
than nearly the entire alliance.
The Dally llllnl
University of Illinois
Using God to justify the war
From tragedies to triumphs, religion has always been
used to justify world events. The Gulf War is no exception. Christian and Islamic scholars alike have prophesied
what they believe this war means to the future existence
of the world ... Declaring this war a "jihad," which literally
means "struggle in the path of God," Saddam has
appealed to the sentiment that the Western world has
always been hostile toward Islam, and that this war further exemplifies Western domination and subjugation of
Islamic culture ... As evil as Saddam has been in the past,
including to his own people, his rallying call to other
Muslims to commit further destruction in the name of
Islam - at the expense of the lives of innocent fellow

Gulf War shades
etty lifestyles
tter is in response to the letters
lchael Ballagh and Charlotte K.
b. t t, "Your Turn").
PP could care less about havplcture in the paper. In fact, more
han not, we've been "burned"
've been photographed. I still
remember when we protested
ayle's "speech" at Eastern and
ly Eastern News printed a photo
only protester who had a picket
th a mild obscenity on it.
am sorry if praying at a candlelight
r both combatants and non-com, will not help Charlotte's morale.
seriousness, I hope she can draw
h from those who wear yellow
or by participating in a flag-raisremony like the one that took
on the Square in Charleston. All
to be valid ways of expressing supr troops: I don't think we can say
method is better than another.
o,,frontations" happen in places
rkel-ey and San Francisco, not

Charleston. A typical "confrontation" on
this campus would be: Should I go to
Stix and after bars?
4. "Vietnam vets still smart over the
protests long ago. They have not forgotten those days, have you?" I haven't. I
see what that miserable conflict did to
my brother every time I talk to him. I
have a theory. The "pro-Gulf policy"
demonstrations are, in part, an expression of this country's collective guilt
about the deplorable way it treated
Vietnam veterans as well as a way of
ensuring that veterans are not treated
that way again. The problem is the
expressions of sorrow and support come
20 years too late! Too many people suffered then. Do we need to have others
suffer now so that we can prove that
we've learned the right way to treat
returning veterans?
5. "We support the action because
Saddam Hussein is a madman vyho has
gasses his own population." Fine. Where
was our outrage then and why wasn't it
directed at this madman? Why did the
United States and, more importantly,
other European nations continue to provide th~· ~~.sourc~s ~nd: \Y~ap<;>nry to
allow tHls 'maettnan to ehh'ahte his mill- ·

Iraqis - is deplorable ...
... President Bush doesn't get off the hook either.
Often coupled with his "religious adviser," televangelist
Billy Graham, Bush has tded to comfort Americans with
the message that "God is on our side." This is merely
another tactic for Bush to profect his reasoning that he is
right and that this is a "just war." By aligning himself with
popular religious leaders and speaking at Christian conventions, Bush's message only frightens the weak, while
empowering and justifying the evangelists' messages
that this war is symbolic of the end of the world, or
Armageddori ...
The Gamecock
University ofSouth C,aro/ina
Israeli actions reverse progress
with treatment of Palestinians
Most people in the world were outraged at the Iraqi
missile attacks on civilian targets in Israel. These attacks
were a coldly calculated plan to draw Israel into -the war
and turn fundamentalist Muslim opinion toward Iraq.
Israel was praised worldwide for its refusal to retaliate.
It.showed courage and faith in the United States that
Israel let American forces defend it from attack.
That makes it so much sadder that Israel continues its
ruthless suppression of the Palestinian people. Israeli
Navy vessels shelled Palestinian camps in southern
Lebanon in response to rocket attacks from Lebanon. As
usual, Israel attacked the Palestinian civilian population to
respond to terrorist attacks from a small minority of
Palestinian extremists ... Even more disturbing are the
allegations that Israeli-operated Patriot missiles were not
fired to stop an Iraqi Scud that was heading toward the
West Bank (where most Palestinians in Israeli territory
live)... Israel should not use its new-found support in the
Persian Gulf Was as cover to hide its mistreatment of a
people within the country's boundaries. The whole world
is watching.

tary power? Answer: He was at war with
Iran, our then enemy. Logic: My enemy's
enemy is my ally. Pretty sophisticated
stuff for ushering in a "new world order,"
huh?
6. The greatest asset this nation has is
not the Stealth bomber - it's the
Constitution, which grants all Americans
the right to disagree with their government, to express unpopular and minority
views and to seek changes.
I personally thank every one of those
vets who marched up to the Square for
the flag-raising ceremony, for they risked
their lives for those most precious freedoms noted above. And if "Saddam
Hussein publicly appreciated all of you
(i.e., EISCAPPers, liberals, etc.) for helping his cause," please be assured that we
appreciated the sacrifice and bravery of
all of you (veterans) who have secured
our right to proclaim our cause, unpopular though it might be: Peace.
A sincere wish: May this crisis end
immediately so that all of us can return
to the pettiness that characterizes most
of our lives.
Craig Eckert
EISCAPP adviser .

The Eastern News
shouldn't inflate .the .
numbers in its stories
Dear editor:
SORRY!
Maybe you would have had a better turnout for your anti-war march
(Feb. 2) if Saddam had not been on
CNN just days before thanking you for
your help.
It also did not help when shortly
after that, an Iraqi anti-war marcher
showed up on CNN.
Saddam 's meetings were over and
CNN was helping him and his group
of anti-war marchers get a ride home.
I hope the fact that The Daily
Eastern News inflated the number of
the people at the march does not misguide anyone.
I talked to shop owners and looked
at tapes.
And if you divide the Eastern News
paper's number by two, you may still
be overcounting.

·'
..... ...... ... Ciareld L. McKee
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Former professor shows watercolor wor
By FRANK MARZETTA

hands of about 60 people I
"by purchasing it or some
way," he added. In additi
local collectors, much
work can be found in priva
lections in Texas, Neb
Iowa and Illinois.

Staff writer

It takes a lot of nerve to put a
tree in the foyer of Charleston's
City Hall.
But that's what artist Lynn
Trank, a former Eastern art professor, did this month when he
brought his naturalistic watercolors paintings to the Municipal
Building for the Cityart exhibit.
The Cityart program, sponsored by the Charleston Area
Arts Council, has offered local
artists space in the foyer in city
hall for six years. Exhibition
chairman Milburn Smith, an
artist and former teacher of art,
said, "anyone who has enough
nerve to ask can have a show."
Smith has been with the program
since its inception.
What is on the walls downtown are a series of naturalistic
paintings, from watercolor stilllife to prairie scenes. The paintings have a linear quality,
abstract in form and surrealistic
in color. The usual blue sky and
green fields give way to crazy
angled tree limbs, pink skies and
deserted vases of flowers waiting
for someone to notice them.
Trank's art seems to contain
much more than what is apparent.
Holding the monthly exhibitions in the foyer have "found an
ugly space humanized - a softening of bureaucracy." said Smith

C'MON, YOU KNOW
WHAT YOU'RE CRAVING
TONIGHT.•.
•
----------,-----------,---------LARGE
SMALL SINGLE - LARGE

RALPH SORDYL JR./Photo intern
Lynn Trank displays his artwork Sunday afternoon in his studio.
Trank's art was part of an exhibit at Charleston City Hall.
about the space.
paintings.
One untitled painting is of a
After Mexico, Trank pursued
bare tree in the foreground with his doctorate degree in painting
hollyhocks and prairie grass from Ohio State University, and
against a dark crimson sky. The taught studio art, drawing and
mood is more surrealistic than print making. Now retired, Trank
naturalistic.
tends to his garden and paints.
Trank started producing art The nine paintings on exhibit are
about 1930 while still in grade of a naturalistic theme, but show
school. Later, he spent 14 more of his abstract creativity.
months in Mexico, producing 25
Trank's work has got into the

primitive American art,
also likes naturalism and c
Of his art, watercolor sui
best. He likes an occa
"happy accident" of tra
watercolor.
He explains trans
watercolor as "a thin
watercolor you can see
You can see the white
It's really a humorou
Either you do it righ
don't. It's spontaneo
artist is challenged to
the accident."
Trank first exhibited
ors in 1946 at the Art
Chicago. He came to
1952 and has prod
exhibited his work here;
recent campus exhib'
November 1990 at t
Arts Center. This was

Although retired,
to work with artists
When asked what else
to do during retirem
bly no great objecti
keep painting and do
can."
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2 Ingredient : INGREDIENT
Pizza & a
1 PIZZA & QUART
Quart of
:
OF COKE
Coke . . .
:
for

$8.95

I

$ 5.95

1 Ingredient
Pizza & a
Quart of
Coke ...

$ 7 .50

Delivered • 345-2844: Delivered· 345-2844 Delivered· 345-2844

----------~----------------------

JBRKY' S~z:~b
Corner of
4th & Lincoln

345-2844

Daily
·Specials.
Sunday &Monday -Regular Roast Beef ...................................99¢
Tuesday· Chicken Breast Sandwich &Reg. French Fry ....... $2.29
Wednesday - Philly Beef'n Swiss &Reg. French Fry ............$2.19
Thursday -Turkey Deluxe &Reg. French Fry ........................$2.19
Friday · Beef'n Cheddar &Reg. French Fry ...........................$2.09
Saturday · Super Roast Beef &Reg. French Fry ...................$2.19
At both Charleston & Mattoon Locations

r-----------,
r----------,1
1 with this coupon
1 1 with this coupon

:,50¢ QFF:,

1 French Dip or 1
: Dip & Swiss & :
1 · Curly Fry
• 1 Any Sandwich
I
I I
I
I I (Except Junior)

for $2 59

I
•
I
I Not Valid with any other I
ldiscount or offer Charelstonl
I
Store Only
I

I Not Valid with any other
I
discount or offer
I Charleston Store Only
I Expires Feb. 28, 1991

L----------.J L----------.J

A Comedy of

by HAROLD·P

8 p.m. February 21. 22~~ 23,
2 p.m. February 24, 1_991
In The Theatre
Doudna Fine Arts Center
$6 Adult, $5 Senior & Youth, $3 EIU
For reservations and ticket information phone 581 •
Monday through Friday between 1 :OO and 5:00 p.
hour pnor to each performance.
·
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Full-scale probe of forme.r Contra's death promised
MANAGUA, Nicaragua (AP) An official from the Sandinistacontroiled security police Sunday
promised a full-scale probe into
the slaying of former Contra chief
Enrique Bermudez, whose death
cast doubt on government assurances for the safety of other
rebels who laid down their arms.
But a right-wing radio station
blamed the slaying of Bermudez
late Saturday on Sandinista sympathizers, some of whom cheered

-

the news of the killing.
Officials said they had no suspects and no one immediately
claimed responsibilty for the
killing.
A gunman shot Bermudez, 58

outside his car near the downtown
Intercontinental Hotel Saturday
night then fled on foot.
Vice Interior Minister Jose
Pallais said it appeared Bermudez
was followed, and was shot twice
from a distance of five to six feet.
Sports Minister Carlos Garcia,
who graduated from the· Military
Academy
in
1952
with
Bermudez, said he saw the former
Contra leader in the hotel bar
shortly after 9 p.m. local time

Saturday.
Bermudez told him he had
been looking in vain for someone.
'Tm leaving," Garcia said
Bermudez told him. "I don't want
'to get you hurt. There are people
here who think only evil."
Minutes later, Bermudez was
sprawled on his back next to his
Jeep with two bullet holes behind
his left ear. Police said he never
had a chance to use his Walther
PPK pistol.

Angered judge set $9 trillion bond in theft case

sty, nobody in
ly believes the
y still keep the
the bed.
Washington is
t great-greatt-grandson of
er, Augustine
d Bill has the
it

said has been arrested seven times since July
on charges of burglary and receiving stolen
property. Each time, bond ranged from $500
to $5,000. But for someone with his criminal
history it should be higher, the mayor said.
Peterson again was arrested Jan. 22 on a
theft charge. His bond, initially set at $5,000,
was raised by Montgomery on Thursday to $9
trillion, said a deputy at Jefferson County Jail,
where Peterson remained Sunday.
"This is so he doesn't get in any more trou-

BIRMINGHAM, Ala. (AP) - A judge criticized by the mayor for being too soft on
habitual lawbreakers raised a theft suspect's
bond to $9 trillion - nearly three times the
national debt.
Mayor Richard Arrington complained at a
City Council meeting last week that District
Judge Jack Montgomery repeatedly enabled
suspects with serious criminal backgrounds to
be released by setting low bonds.
Arrington cited Isaac Peterson, 34, who he

r··-,._......,
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DAYTONA.BEACH

1
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i

, , •High quality beachlront accommodalions for 7 Kiting nights.
1JI
• Round trip chartered motor coach. '[
~ • Free pool deck parties, activities, &
promotions.
it •Inter-Campus Programs 1.0./0iscount
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DANCES WITH WOLVES (PG13)

7:00

LOOK WHO'S TALKING TOO
(PG13) 7:15, 9:00

included.
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Watch for the

SPRING BREAK
FASHION GUIDE
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(4-9 M - F 12-2 & 4-9 Sat. & Sun .)
--MONQAY--

·lunch 11-1 :30
LARGE pizza slice (sausage or pepperoni),
SMALL SALAD & Pepsi $2.75

Dinner 4-8
Spaghetti & Garlic Bread
ALL YOU CAN EAT $2.99
Stroh's Pitchers $2.05
Rum & Mixer $1.10
Bud, Bud Light & Miller Longnecks $1.15
Coors & Coors Light 10 oz. 75¢
Pitcher of Domestic Beer or Pepsi for 99¢
with purchase of any Large Pizza.

FREE PooL

"A Splash of Class"

THURSDAY, Feb. 21

today for lunch ...

ations
thers
Repairs
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Only
ched Shirts
5-4546
4th St. Curve

Chicken Club
w/chips & pickle ... $2.59
Pitchers of.. .

J!IC or Genuine Draft.•. $3

Tonite : 3 for $1 Burgers

THE
XFACTOR

BEGINS. .. !
SPECIAL GUEST

THE DIVINYLS
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blue too.
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$1.25

Hawaiian
&
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their NEW INITIATES
Vanessa Blackward
Shelby Greene
Kim Kessler
Wendy Myers
Kristin Nielson
Gina Reinhart
Tracy Tracy
Gail Valker
Pam Waage

,

Present this ad upon delivery for LARGE 1 ingredient pizza $6.95

\

c/lisa rt y 's

I

STIX now Clellvers pizza!

card.

t :~:.::.:...
,, $16911 $2541
]'

nealogists in the
the last surviving
tin Augustine's

ble," the judge said. "I could have set his
bond at nothing, or I could have let him out
on his signature." The judge declined to
explain how he arrived at $9 trillion - which
compares with a national debt of $3.2 trillion.
No one had contacted him about reconsidering, he said.
Peterson's brother, James, who lives in San
Francisco, called The Birmingham News on
Friday and Saturday to complain.
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"MY SECRETARY" Resumes,
papers. Next to Monical's 903
18th St. Open 1-5 p.m. Monday
through Friday, other times by
appointment. 345-1150
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 5/3
Mini Storage available by the
month. 348-7746.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.5/3
FREE Battery & electrical tests. '
FREE installation. Battery
Specialists 1519 Madison Ave.
Charleston 345-Volt.

The Daily Eastern News
cannot be responsible for
more than one day's
incorrect insertion. Report
errors immediately at 5811812. A corrected ad will
appear in the next edition.
All classified advertising
must meet the 2 p.m.
deadline to appear in the
next day's publication. Any
ads processed after 2 p.m.
will be published in the
following days newspaper.
Ads cannot be canceled
after the 2 p.m. deadline.
Classified ads must be
paid in advance. Only
accounts with established
credit may be billed.
All
Advertising
submitted to The Daily
Eastern News is _subject to
approval and may be
revised, rejected, or
canceled at any time.
The Daily Eastern News
assumes no liability if for
any reason it becomes
necessary to omit an
advertisement.

DREAM
JOBS
NOW!
SPRING/SUMMER WANT A
PAID VACATION IN PARADISE?
HAWAII, CALIF, FLA, CRUISE
SHIPS NATL PARKS AND MORE
1 OO'S OF ADDRESS/TEL. #S
GUARANTEED CALL 1-900-2262644
$3/min.
__
_ _ _ _ _ _ _21,18

HELP WANTED
WANTED
ADOPTION

ROOMMATES

FOR SALE

iii
~

DAYTONA BEACH
SOUTH PADRE ISLAND
STEAMBOAT
FORT LAUDERDALE
PANAMA CITY BEACH
CORPUS CHRISTI I
llUSTAN.G ISLAND
HILTON HEAD ISLAND

ACROSS

Ao

1 Handle roughly

s Argentine

FORM

Name: ________________
Address:-----'-----------Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _ _.Students D Yes

D No

Dates to run ------------~Ad to read:

politico
10 Haggard novel
13 Prefix with bus
14 Stood up
1s Oscillate
16 Salad
ingredient
18 Stack
19 Glistened
20 Bears witness
22 Family car
26 Killer whales
27 Pismire
30 Attractive
31 Germany ' s
Third - -

33 Emulate Willie
Sutton
34 Succors
36 Jezebel's
husband
38 Popular dessert
42 Put an edge on
43Billow
44 Road-map
abbr.
45 - - one 's way
(goes)
48 Come close to
49 "The butler - it "
50 Dumbfound
51 Writer Gardner
et al.
53 Quiet place
56 Oahu greeting

Under Classification of: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Person accepting ad _ _ _ _ _Compositor _ _ _ __
no. words/days _ _ _ _ _~Amount due:$ _ _ _ __

D Cash

D Check

D Credit

Check number
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day
thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first day. 10 cents per word
each consecutive day. 15 word minimum. Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous
or in bad taste.
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News
Cosby Show
MacGyver

Fresh Prince
Blossom
Movie:Love,
Lies & Murder
Conclusion

Major D.ad
Movie:Fire1
Murphy Brown
Mary Tyler Moore Trapped on the
Show Anniversar 37th Floor

News
Tonight Show

News
M*A*S*H
Current Affair
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Sponsored by TCBY,
STIX, & McDonald's
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Sat., Feb. 23
7:30 p.m.

FOR RENT

oa11y

TC~::~!

is coming to
Lantz Gym

RIDES/RIDERS

_-,---,---,-~--,----,-~5/3
Now leasing 2 bedroom furnished
apartments McArthur Manor 3452231
-----,------5/3
Intercession/Summer Houses for
rent, 1 block from campus.
Summer rates. 348-5540.
3/6
A~P=-A=-=R==T=M7.E=-:N-:::T==s=-3=-r-;d-,S,_t-a-nd7=7t-,-h St.
2 BR for 2-3 students. Call
RENTAL SERVICES 345-3100.
Between 3-9 p.m.
--------~2/26
Nice, one bedroom apartment, very
near campus, range, refrig., drapes
provided, no pets, 2 people max.
$310/mo. 354-4220 or 581-6236
---------~2/22

llTI

THE
PHOENIX
GORILLA

SERVICES .OFFERED

&.

Looking for 1-2 females for
summer and/or fall. Close to
campus. $140 +utilities Call 3481131
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2/22
Use the classified section to find
a subleasor, a roommate, or that
perfeet
apartment.
Remember... Classifieds Work!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.ha-00

EARN $300 TO $500 PER WEEK
READING BOOKS AT HOME.
CALL 1-615-473-7440 ext. B. 360
--------~2/,18,
We
need
ambitious
und·erclassmen to train for
advertising sale positions. Apply
Daily Eastern News.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/3
Remember the deadline for ads is
2 pm, one day before publication.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.ha-00

DIRECTORY

LOST

ADOPTION: Happily married,
financially secure couple, wish to
adopt a white newborn. Will give
lots of love and security. Legal
and confidential. Call 618-4629144 or call collect: (708) 9409532: Carol and Robert

, . . , . ' • '-'I

Boston at
Villanova
College B-ball
Purdue at
Michigan

News
Love Connect.(:35) Sportscenter
Nightline(:05)
College 8-ball

~· .'''

Murder, She
Wrote
WWF Wrestling

Un er 18 ...
Night Court
Movie:
Geraldine

News
M1am1 Vice

Night Court
Interns

Equalizer
~ ·,.~

_Mov!e_:

.

',.l.

SHEA will meet today at 5:15 p.m. in Rm. 110 KH.
Consumer Affairs, Hospitality, Dietetics and Foods & Nutr'
Counseling Center will have a Life Skills Seminar tomo
Noon in the Charleston-Mattoon Rm.-University Uni
Harassment" presented by Rhonda Chasteen, Actin
Affirmative Action - When is the classroom or workpl
women? What's the difference between "kidding" and
Here is a seminar which outlines what constitutes sexism
harassment, as well as effective personal and legal reme
HOTLINE will be tonight at 9:00 p.m. on the 3rd
HOTLINE is an INFORMAL gathering of students who
their prayer needs to God. ANYONE WELCOME, RE
RELIGIOUS AFFILIATION.
Wesley Foundation will have Serendipity Singles toni
at the Wesley Foundation. This is a study for single
partners.
Financial Management Association will have a Cal
tonight at 8:00 p.m. in Lumpkin 027. Learn how to
Packard financial calculator.
Psychology Club will meet today at 4:00 p.m. in t
Lounge. New members and all majors welcome.
Crisis Pregnancy Center Campus Outreach will m
p.m. in the Kansas Room in the Union.
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc. will have a Battle of
on Feb. 22 from 10 p.m.-1 a.m. in the University Ballr
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc. will have a Battle
Feb. 22 from 1O p.m.-1 a.m. in the University Bal
interested in participating please contact Tonya at 581
$10 entry fee. Cash prizes will be given.
Circle K International will meet tomorrow night at 7:00
Main. Members from the U of I will be present and
. nominated. Call 581-2426 for details.
Eastern Illinois Coalition for Peace in the Middle
tonight at 8:00 p.m. in the Coleman Auditorium. H
Troops home now! Update on the war & planning i
rally.
PLEASE NOTE: Campus clips are run free of charge
any event. All Clips should be submitted to The D
office by noon one business day before the date of
an event schedule for Thursday should be submitted
· by noon Wednesday. (Thursday is the deadline for F
Sunday event.) Clips submitted after deadline WILL
No clips will be taken by Phone. Any Clip that is ·
conflicting information will not be run.

DOWN

38

1 Does lawn work
2 Asian nurse_maid

42

3 B1bl1cal
prepos1t1on
4 Legal claims
5 Soft shoe
6 M1s1udge
7 Cav iar
a Greek peak
9 Wise old man
10 Variety of beet
11 Drill sergeant's
order
12 Potato buds
15 Kind of delivery
17 Reverberate
again
21 Due follower
23 Fencer's bout
24 Reference book
25 Roman god of
the sea
27 Duke or bishop
preceder

Travel

L.A. Law

American
Experience
Road to Brown
Prize
Being Served?
Movie: The

Movie: Rage
Of Angels
Part 1

L~dy~illers

Tracy Ullman
Molly Dodd
Spenser

60
65
68

28 Not at all
29 Meat dish .
32 West Indian
nation
35 More arid
37 Raised
39 Part of C.S.T.
40 Equal. in Dijon
41 See 61 Across
46 Payable on
demand
47 Light meals

Movie:
Running On Empty

52 Thin wood
strips
53 Sitarist Shankar
54 Hiber.nia
55 Singer Tennille
57 Gumbo
ingredient

Safari
Special Effects

Star Trek : Next
Generation
Andy Griffith
Arsenic Hall

Some Enchanted
islands
Wild Things
Beyond 2000

Vegas

QUALITY THREE BEDROOM
HOUSE, FULLY FURNISHED.
NEAR OLD MAIN ON 7TH ST.
SUMMER/FALL RENTAL. FOUR
FEMALE STUDENTS. 348-8406
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/3
Starting Fall, 3 bedroom houses,
121 O 3rd Street, 1606 11th
Street, 1210 Johnson, 4 bedroom
House/duplex 314 Polk, 1/2/3
bedroom apts, 415 Harrison Call
348-5032
2125
Q""'U...,..A,..,-L=ITY,,...,....,.LA~RG=E=-=-s1c--x-=B-=E=D=-cROOM

3/4

~m-an_a_t_1,..::803

room, 3 bath
. and share
x other guys.
private room.

,..--,=-:--:2122
y Drive, Two
es, furnished,
1345-6115
5/3

""E~Be=-=D=--=R=-=o=oM

V FURNISHED,
R, HALF A
OLD MAIN ON
UMMER/FALL
TUDENTS. 348-

HOUSE, FULLY FURNISHED.
HALF A BLOCK FROM OLD MAIN
ON 7TH STREET. SUMMER/FALL
RENTAL 6-9 STUDENTS. 3488406
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/3
SUMMER APARTMENTS from
June 1st though August 1st $250
per month. Phone 348-7746
_..,.,--..,.--=----=-..,-,--313
Wanted: 2 Summer Subleasers
for ON campus Apartment. One
bedroom. Immaculate! $125 per
person 348-8645

,-----=-----~2122

For 91 -92. 7 bedroom furnished
house for 7 girls . 2 1/2 bath,
washer, dryer. 1 block from
campus. $160 month. 348-071 O
alter 5 pm
,---=--.,....,---,-----,---·2/22
For Rent: 3 bedroom house 912
Division, Charleston . Large
kitchen and back yard. Partially
furnished . Available Fall 91 .
Room for 3 or 4 females only.
Call 948-5318

,___ _ _5/3

E PERFECT GIFT
R EVERYONE ON
YOUR LIST ...

House for 6 girls -$140 each per
month plus utilities 1O month
lease deposit Parking. 348-5120
----,-------~2122
Leasing for fall, apartments
furnished for 1-5 students.
Excellent condition. 345-7286
.
2121

Single bed dorm loft $65 O.B.O.
Can accommodate an 80" bed
345-9784
5/3

MONA: Have a great weekf'1ou
look beautiful! Love the men -of
Delta Tau Delta!
~---~--~2118
One week to Delt formal! Let's
get psyched to get romantic and
party in the windy city!

DELTA ZETA'S: Thank you for all
the Valentine's Day Cards. They
were great! Love, Joe
~-~~-,----~2118
The Daily Eastern News
Classifieds work. Buy, Sell or
Find it.

LOST: MENS SEIKO QUARTZ
WATCH WITH BLACK BAND. ·
REWARD phone Dare at 345. 8660
Trumpet - Bach II. Like new cond.
-------~2118
$350.00 Call 581-2123 or see at
LOST: Brown school boy-type
Coleman 11 OA.
glasses in vicinity of E.L.
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ 5/3
Krackers Saturday night. Finder
Bed 2510 Com Sys and mic AP
please call Susan, 581-3923.
compu1er Book & 1o Blank Disks.
~...,.-,,,----,----..,-...,---,.-2119
Call 345-4745. $35.
Gold Cross lost outside of Stix
~---------~3 Wednesday Night. Claim and
Pioneer car stereo 150 watt
identify at Student Publications.
speakers $200 8 chrome
2118
wheels 4 modulars $140 4 saw
blades $200/Best Oller 3481820
00
For a HOT, WET, and WILD
1..,,.9..,..89--2=50...,R~N,..,.IN,..,.J..,..A~R-=E...,.d/-=B,.,....lack
ADVENTURE in the sun at
2,300 mi. Excellent condition
Daytona. Call Kristi 345-6317.
always garaged. $2,800/0BO.
--------~2127
581 -5619
Warm up for Spring Break at the
5/3
Body Shop! New Bulb - New
G~o~v=E=R_N_M-=E-N=T~~S~E=1='°zED :
Face Tanners! 348-8267
Vehicles from $100 . Fords
Mercedes. Corvettes. Chevys.
Surplus. Buyers Guide. 1 -805962-8000 Ext. S- 9997
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ 3/19
1984 Red Buick Skyhawk. New
brakes , exhaust, clutch and
starter. AM/FM cassette stereo.
Great Condition! $2200 OBO
Must See! 348-5169.
_ _ __ _ _ _ __ 5/3

~~_c.a,2/18/19/22125/26/29

KIM
GRALEWSKI :
Congratulations on getting
engaged! Your Tri-Sigma Sisters
are so happy for you!
--------~2118
LISA FISHER: Congratulations
on getting ENGAGED!! Your
Sigma Sisters are happy for you!!
--------~2118

Calvin and Hobbes

by Bill Watterson
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'SELL SHORT
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t's the 1 for $1 deal!
The Daily Eastern News
will run your
CLASSIFIED AD
for 1 day for $1 *
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Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
fA.JUL, TAKE CARE, 5PORT! ·
I'U. 5e& YOU 7DNIGHT
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•10 words ONE DAY is $1.00
for $1 is available to any non-commercial individual who wishes to
items or items (max. of 3 items). All items must be priced .

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Phone: _ _ _ _ _ __
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Women shooting for Gateway tourney
By CHRIS BOGHOSSIAN
Associate sports editor

NORMAL - On Jan. 19,
Eastern 's women's basketball team
was pretty bad.
The Lady Panthers had just lost
to Indiana State in Lantz Gym, giving them a 6-9 overall mark andputting their Gateway Conference
record at 1-6 - good for last place.
But then things turned around for
Eastern.
The Lady Panthers swept a twogame conference road trip, suffered
a setback against Southern Illinois,
then ran by their next three conference foes.
And after Saturday's 72-70 win
over third-place Illinois State in
Normal, Eastern finds itself tied for
fifth place with Drake, just one
game behind Bradley for the fourth
and final postseason tournament
spot.
And at 7-7 in the Gateway after
that horrible start. the Lady
Panthers are starting to talk about
jumping up to that fourth position.
" We are in a little bit better
shape." Eastern coach Barbara
Hilke said. "We need to have some
help. Bradley and Drake are still
sitting in front of us. The losses that
Illinois State, Southwest Missouri
and Southern Illinois take are not
significant losses because they are
so many wins ahead.
"All we're doing is playing as
hard as we can possibly play, to be
as good as we can possibly be, to
play hard and to stay together. This
is one of the neatest groups we've
had at Eastern as far as a together
group, and good things happen to
those people."
Eastern, which has won four
straight and six of its last seven
conference games, will need some
help to earn that last playoff spot.
Even if the Lady Panthers win their
final four Gateway games - including a contest at first-place
Southwest Missouri State - they
still need Bradley to lose at least
one of its final four games.
If Eastern and Bradley finish in a
tie for fourth, the team with the best
record against the top team gets in.
If both fourth-place teams have the
same record against the leader, then
it goes to the second-place team,
then the third-place team.
The Lady Braves defeated the
first-place Southwest Missouri
State earlier in the year, earning a
split in the season series. That
means Eastern needs a win at
Southwest on Feb. 28 - if it were to

SON LIGHT
Power Gym
TANNING SPECIAL
12 TANS FOR

$25QQ

3 WOLFF TANNING BEDS
519 7th St.
Charleston, IL

345-1544

DON'T CRY HONEY

Lady panthers
• From page 12
key by ISU's Shannon Fulton
with 1:07 remaining in the game.
After Youngman, who finished
with a game- and career-high 26
points, missed the front end of a
one-and-the-bonus with 21 seconds on the clock - one of her few
misses on the day, Illinois State's
Cindy Kaufmann was called for
an offensive . foul on Karen
Mccaa eight seconds later.
Mccaa, though, also missed
her first free throw of a one-andone, and Eastern center Michele
Rogiers fouled ISU's Tami Baalke
when the two dove for the
rebound.
Baalke stepped to the line with
12 seconds on the clock and the
opportunity to tie. But she missed
her first attempt, and Eastern
grabbed the rebound and put the
ball in Bev Williams ' hands.
Going into the game, Williams
was one of the most accurate free
throw shooters in the nation, making more than 90 percent of her
attempts.
And she made all 10 of her
shots from the line Saturday,
including her last two that gave
Eastern a four-point lead and iced
the g2me with six seconds left.
She also pulled down 10
rebounds.
Kaufmann dumped in a
rebound off of a shot that just beat
the buzzer, but it wasn't enough.
"The game was pretty scrappy;
it was pretty rough in there," said
Youngman, a sophomore. "My
favorite shot is the baseline shot,
and coach Hilke today threw in an
offense that basically was a first
pass, someone shoot. She set it up
tie Bradley for fourth place - for a
chance at a playoff spot.
If the teams have identical
records against all of the teams
above them in the standings, then
the league uses a "power ratings"
system that gives teams points for
wins and losses.
Hilke, who has never coached a
losing team in her 12 years at
Eastern, said that although the Lady
Panthers are making a move, she
hasn't started looking too far ahead.
"We just don't look up - we've
been looking up, up, up," Hilke
said. "We started in 10th place the
first week, and I'm really proud of
our kids. I think they've done a

Gateway Basketball
Standings
SW Missouri State
Southern Illinois
Illinois State
Bradley
EASTERN
Drake
Indiana State
Western Illinois
Northern Iowa
Wichita State

Gateway
13-2
11-3
11-4
8-6
7-7
7-7
6-9
4-10
3-11
2-13

Overall
20-4
16-7
16-8
12-11
12-11
10-15
11-13
9-14
6-16
4-19

Saturday's results
EASTERN 72, ISU 70
INSU 70, SIU 64
UNI 68, WSU 56
SMSU 102, Drake 61
WIU 75, Bradley 73

where I got my shots on the baseline, and they were just falling."
And they fell all day for
Youngman, who scored eight of
her teams ' first 10 points to keep
Eastern close at the start of the
ball game. She finished the day
hitting 12 of her 19 shots from the
floor and had 18 of her total at the
intermission.
Williams added five shots from
the field to go with her 10 free
throws for a total of 20 points,
while Tracy Roller finished with
10 points, six assists and a gamehigh seven steals.
"Bev Williams to me is a real
key to that team," Hutchison, a
20-year Redbird veteran, said.
"She's so poised, and how many
kids that really are a four player
really bring the ball up? And we
didn't make an adjustment to get a
guard on her until the second half.
I felt she was their stability.
Heather Youngman put the ball in,
but I thought Williams did a great
job for them."
But although the Lady Panthers
offense shined early, Hilke said
tremendous job just hanging in
there this long.
"I want to be in that conference
tournament. I don't ever quit thinking about it, even though we're further down. But our kids haven't
quit- that's what's so great."
As for the team's turnaround,
Hilke said the overall togetherness
and playing together has been the
main reason for the streak.
"These guys are a little older,"
Hilke said. "Our entire backcourt is
gone from last year and a center is
gone also. These kids have played
together now 20 games, and they're
playing with more maturity than
they did early."

WANT TO
BE
THIN?
TRADE THAT asa

FOR A · LOW . CALORIE
TURKE~

GOURMET SUB
JIMMY
JOHN•s
L'l.LL BRING ·EM TO va·j
l

Stacy Buecker
is finally 21 !
Love, Bridget and Monica

EASTERN 72
Mccaa 0-2 0-1 o. B. Williams 5-11 10-10 20,
Powell 0-2 2-2 2, Roller 3-9 3-4 10,
Youngman 12-19 2-3 26 , Frierdich 3-6 0-0 6,
Hagerty 1-1 0-0 2, Towne 0-1 0-0 0 ,
Losenegger 2-4 1-1 5, Rogiers 0-2 0-0 0.
Totals: 26-57 19-24 72.
Illinois State
Fulton 3-10 7-8 13, Baalke 3-5 0-1 6 ,
Kaufmann 3-7 1-2 9. Blookworth 0-2 0-0 0,
Robinson 5-11 6-6 16, Kocher 0-1 1-2 1.
Brune 7-17 5-8 19, Stuckey 3-7 0-1 6. Totals:
24-60 20-28 70.
Halftime: Easte(n 44, Illinois State 34. 3-point
goals: Eastern 1-5 (Losenegger 1-1 ). Illinois
State 2-8 (Kaufmann 2-4). Rebounds:
Eastern 34 (Williams 10). Illinois State 43
(Brune 15). Assists: Eastern 18 (Roller 6) .
Illinois State 16 (Baalke 9) . Attendance 1,502.

Senior forward Bev Williams,
who scored 20 points in Saturday's
win, said that the team's overall
confidence level has been the key.
"Probably our confidence now is
higher than it was early on in the
season," she said. "In the past few
practices, coach Hilke has given
everybody the green light to shoot,
and that's where we feel comfortable. Whether we make or miss it,
we 're going to keep shooting.
"Each player has something special that they can give to the team,
and that's what coach Hilke and
coach (Lori) Opp have pointed out
to us."

Tony Bennett scored 15
points in the second half
night in leading WGB to
MCC victory over NIU.
Donnell Thomas sc
points in an 8-2 run that ga
40-32 lead. Bennett then
three-pointers without a ·
Phoenix gained the lead 52
The victory gave Gr
17-6 record, including
conference. Northern Ill"
3 and 11-2.
Green Bay made seven
three-point attempts in
after leading 23-21 at in
The Phoenix are the
the Mid-Continent to
Huskies so far this year.
won in DeKalb earlier
Northern takes on
Monday.

Eastern
4:00.56.
Long jumper Govan
Southern Illinois in an
the automatic mark of
inches. He came up sh
foot effort, but still won
"It was certainly w
said head coach Neil
had a good series of j
he didn't feel as on as
weekend. I was reall
with Jim and Ron's
Friday as well. Those
the fastest miles run
"I was also happy
records at Pepsi too.
did an outstanding j
hurdles and the relay.
real competitive in
conference next wee
Other winners
included Brent 8'
cleared 15-feet to
vault. Teammate J
ished second at 15
Eastern won the di
relay in 10:41.4.
consists of an 8003/4-m i le and one
Panthers took first
the two-mile an
Although Ray Mc
any of his events,
role in the mile re
Eastern was in fi
meters, but McE
quarter mile leg
lead it never reli
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their defense was the key to forcing ISU to shoot 35 percent from
the field in the first half and 40
percent on the afternoon.
"I thought our defense was
pretty good on them," Hilke said.
"Nobody ever talks about our
defense. Usually when people
don't beat us, they talk about what
a horrible game they had.
"I don't think our defensive
team has gotten enough recognition and I thought our kids played
pretty good team defense. I'm
pleased that they came in and
played hard."
Caryn Brune led ISU with 19
points and 15 rebounds, and
LuAnn Robinson added 16 and
Fulton 13.
The Lady Panthers stayed even
early and were down 19-15, but
then they went on a 23-6 run ,
capped off by a Roller steal and
layup that made it 38-24 with 6:33
left in the first half.
Hutchison, whose Lady
Redbirds could have tied Southern
Illinois for second place with a
win, said her players may have
taken Eastern too lightly.

Bennett lea
Phoenix ov
NIU 61-53

345·1D75
· · Copyright ·1983 J.J. -Inc.®
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909 18th Street
Charleston
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Hawks blow early· lead, tie Red Wings 3-3
CHICAGO (AP) - The Detroit
Red Wings may have found a
solution to some of their problems.
Sergei Fedorov and Steve od sparked the Red Wings' comeYzennan joined forces on Sunday back.
for the first time in more than four
"At times we've played well
months much to the chagrin of the together," Yzerman said of playChicago Blackhawks.
ing alongside the Soviet rookie.
Fedorov's power-play goal with "Other times we haven't. As long
10:54 remaining in regulation as we both don't stand around and
capped a three-goal, third-period watch each other on the ice, we
rally as the Red Wings pulled out a can be effective." Detroit goalie
3-3 tie with the the Blackhawks.
Glen Hanlon, who gave up three
Faced with a lack of offense power-play goals, made a game
coming off a 3-0 Joss at home saver on Chris Chelios' 40-foot
Saturday to Minnesota, Red Wings · blast from the right point with 2:52
coach Bryan Murray matched his left, then stopped Dave Manson's
two top scorers - 70 goals com- 45-foot shot from the identical
bined.
spot 17 seconds later.
"Nothing was happening
"It was a simple case of guessSaturday and we've been 4-11- l in ing right and I'm used to it after 14
our last 16, so I had to put some- years, and I guessed right,"
one togther who had some offen- Hanlon said.
sive ability," Murray said. "I figMarsh, recently acquired from
ured, I better take a chance or two, Toronto, jammed in a shot from
maybe get something going." It just outside the crease with 12:48
worked.
left, cutting the deficit to 3-2.
Yzerman,
assisting
on
"I couldn't believe I was left
Fedorov's goal, also assisted on a!one in the slot and while I fool
Brad Marsh's first goal since Nov. around a Jot in practice, I got a
22, 1989. Yzerman's 42nd goal chance to shoot," Marsh said.
just 40 seconds into the final periSteve Thomas' 12th goal with

NHL roundup
8:30 left in the first period and
Manson's ninth score from the
right point, a 45-foot blast, with
2:26 remaining in the period gave
the Blackhawks a 2-0 lead.
Just 1:25 into the second period,
Dave Peluso, taking a pass from
Chelios, maneuvered to the top of
the right faceoff circle and scored
on a 30-footer under Hanlon ' s
pads.
Detroit has allowed 72 powerplay goals on 301 attempts, the
worst mark in the NHL. The
Blackhawks lead the NHL with 72
power-play goals.

Jets 6, Nordiques 0
WINNIPEG, Manitoba (AP) Rookie Rick Tabaracci made 25
saves for his first NHL shutout and
Brent Ashton scored twice as the
Winnipeg Jets beat the Quebec
Nordiques 6-0 Sunday.
Pat Elynuik, Bryan Marchment,
Phil Housley and Teppo
Numminen also scored for the
Jets, who pulled seven points

ahead of Vancouver and within
five of third-place Edmonton in
the Smythe Division. The
Nordiques are last in the NHL
with a record of 12-38-10, four
~points behind 20th-place Toronto.
A crowd of p.798 gave
Quebec's Guy Lafleur an extended
standing ovation early in the second period after the Arena
announcer paid tribute to the 39year-old hockey legend. Lafleur,
who ended a three-year retirement
in 1988, said last week he'll make
one final road trip through Western
Canada before again giving up the
game at the end of this season.
Ashton opened the scoring for
Winnipeg on the first shot of the
game, one-timing a 35-foot blast
over the glove hand of goaltender
Stephane Fiset at 2:04.
Elynuik made it 2-0 at 9:48 of
the first period, slipping a cross-ice
pass into an open net with the
Nordiques two men short.
Marchment scored just his second of the season and the second
of his career on a slap shot at 7:02
of the second period, and Ashton
flipped a rebound behind Fiset at
14:08.

Ewing leads Knicks past Pistons; Celts win
NBA roundup
Pacers 113, Kings 11 O

NEW YORK (AP) - Patrick
Ewing scored 28 points and the
New York Knicks played their
best game of the season Sunday,
outscoring Detroit 62-34 in the
middle two quarters en route to
a 116-88 victory.
With another Joss at Madison
Square Garden, the Knicks
would have had the worst home
record in the NBA. Even with
the victory, they are 11-15, an
embarrassing decline from their
35-6 record at home two seasons
. ago.
Instead, New York recovered
from a slow start to rout the
defending champion Pistons,
outscoring them 18-4 after
turnovers in the pivotal second
and third quarters.
Detroit lost for the fourth
time in six games, although it is
still 7-4 since Isiah Thomas was
lost for the remainder of the season after wrist surgery.
Vinnie Johnson led the
Pistons with 23 points, but leading scorer Joe Dumars had only
seven on 3-for-12 shooting.
Dumars had scored 58 points in
Detroit's previous two games.

return.

Kiki Vandeweghe scored 20
points for New York and
Charles Oakley had
15
rebounds.
The Knicks, who made seven
of 22 field-goal attempts in the
opening period, made 15 of their
first 25 shots in the second quarter, outscoring Detroit 33-15 for
a 49-39 halftime lead. The rally
featured Vandeweghe's 3-point
goal and three-point play and
rookie Jerrod Mustaf's three
inside ·baskets.
New York continued to dominate the Pistons in the third
quarter, making 13 of 20 shots
and outscoring them 29-19 for a
78-58 lead.

Celtics 126, Nuggets 108
DENVER (AP) - Larry Bird
scored 17 of his 24 points in the
first period, sparking the Boston
Celtics to their seventh consecutive victory, 126-108 over the
Denver Nuggets on Sunday.
The Celtics took command
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with only two minutes gone in
the game and breezed to a 36-23
lead after one quarter.
It was more of the same in the
second period as Boston opened
a 67-41 lead at halftime.
Although using their reserves
for most of the second half, the
Celtics shot 52. 7 percent in
handing the Nuggets their fifth
straight Joss.
Denver, again playing without
injured point guard Michael
Adams, was unable to mount a
cohesive offense.
Orlando Woolridge had 23
points, Chris Jackson 20 and
Reggie Williams 19 for Denver.
Kevin Gamble scored 21
points, Reggie Lewis 17 and
Dee Brown 16 for the Celtics.
Brian Shaw had 12 points, nine
rebounds and nine assists.
Boston built its biggest margin at 80-47 with 8:28 left in the
third quarter and the reserves
took over late in the period. Bird
departed with 3:48 remaining in
the third period and did not

INDIANAPOLIS (AP) Micheal Williams scored 22
points, including two free throws
with 11 seconds left, lifting the
Indiana Pacers to a 113-110 victory over Sacramento Sunday, the
Kings' 18th consecutive road loss.
Rik Smits also scored 22 points
for the Pacers, followed by Reggie
Miller with 21. Williams added
seven assists and four steals.
Antoine Carr Jed the Kings with
35 points, and Lionel Simmons
scored 29.
Chuck Person's two free throws
gave the Pacers, who never trailed,
a 111-108 lead -.yith 15 seconds
I
left.
The Kings closed to 111-110 on
a pair of free throws from Travis
Mays with 13 seconds left before
Sacramento's Jim Les fouled
Williams.
The Pacers, who led by as
many as 20 points in the second
period, led by 16 with nine minutes left in the game.

Now Leasing

PARK PLACE
APARTMENTS
(across from the Union on 7th)
• 1, 2 & 3 Bedroom
Furnished Units
• Free Trash & Parking
• Central A.C.
• Laundry
• Dishwashers • Balconies

Apartments also on 12th St.
Call Anytime 348-14 79
For appointment
or drop by rental office on Grant St.
3:30 - 5:30 p.m. - M-f

Basketball teams earn big league road w
Lady Panthers start st
upset Illinois State 72By CHRIS BOGHOSSIAN
Associate sports editor

THOM RAKESTRAW/Photo editor
Guard Steve Rowe, who scored 25 points in Eastern's 78-70 win at Akron Saturday, drives toward the
hoop against Green Bay's John Martinez last week.

Panthers zip by Akron 78-70
By R.J. GERBER
Sports editor

Mid-Continent Conference
Basketball Standings

Conference
Overall
Eastern 's basketball team
Northern Illinois
11-2
20·3
passed its first test in Ohio UW-Green
9.3
17-6
Bay
7.5
12·10
Saturday and moves on to face EASTERN
7.5
11·-12
State
Cleveland State Monday to fin- Cleveland
Western Illinois
6-7
13·11
ish up its two-game Mid- Northern Iowa
6·8
10·17
5-8
13·10
Akron
Continent Conference roadtrip.
4-8
Illinois-Chicago
13-11
The Panthers (12-10, 7-5) Valparaiso
2·10
5-16
defeated the Akron Zips
Saturday's results
Saturday 78-70 in front of 2,443
EASTERN 78, Akron 70
fans at the James A. Rhodes
Wis.-Green Bay 61, NIU 53
Arena. Akron fell to 13-10 and
UNI 86, UIC 74
WIU 59, Valpo 58
5-8 in conference play.
Eastern was Jed junior guard
Monday's games
Steve Rowe, who collected a
EASTERN at Cleveland State
Youngstown State at Akron
game-high 25 points, including
NIU at Nebraska
l 3-of-17 from the free throw
UNI at Valpo
WIUatUIC
line. He also took game-high honors with four steals and four
was into the game against Akron
assists.
Panther head coach Rick more than he has been recently.
"Barry seemed to be in a betSamuels said that Rowe has been
ter flow and rhythm," Samuels
consistently playing well of late.
"Steve's playing very well for said. "Particularly offensively.
us right now," Samuels said. That certainly helps. Gerald
"He's probably been our most (Jones) shot the ball reasonably
consistent player. Steve just gets well, hit some threes for us.
"We were really able to stretch
so much done. When you look at
his stats, he's just getting a lot their defense with Olson hitting," Samuels said. "That
done."
Rowe was joined in double allowed us to draw some fouls
figures by junior forwards Barry because we could penetrate betJohnson ( 17) and Dave Olson ter and they were really con( 16), who connected on 4-7 from cerned about us defensively."
The Zips cut the lead to 28-27
three-point land.
Akron got 18 points from on a layup by junior guard Brian
junior guard Roy Coleman and Dawson with 3:08 left, but the
13 from senior forward John Panthers went on a 10-0 spurt
Wilczynski, who had a game- sparked by Rowe's six points
high eight rebounds. Senior cen- and a three-pointer by Olson.
ter Pete Freeman also chipped in Eastern took a 37-31 lead into
the locker room.
with 13 for the Zips.
Akron pulled back to within
Eastern took the lead for good
in the first half when it put one on a layin by Freeman froni.
together a six-point run to go on Coleman to make it 69-68, but
top 26-21 with 4:53 remaining Eastern scored seven in a row,
before intermission. Johnson hit all on free throws, to make it 76a three-pointer and three free 68. The Panthers converted 9-11
throws to spark Eastern to its from the line down the stretch to
complete the season sweep of
first win in three games.
Samuels said that Johnson the Zips in their first year of

Mid-Continent play.
Eastern shot 39 free throws
overall, and hit on 29 of them.
Akron was 15-22 from the charity stripe, but three of its players
(Freeman, Wilczynski and Kevin
McCarthy) fouled out.
Akron out-rebounded Eastern
25-23, as Eastern hit on 51 percent of its shots compared to the
Zips 49. The Panthers nailed 56
percent of their field goals in the
second half.
Eastern visits Cleveland State
(11-12, 7-5), which Jost to the
Panthers 70-47 at Lantz earlier
this year, at 6:30 p.m. Monday.
Samuels said that he expects the
Vikings to be up for the contest
for a couple of reasons.
"They haven't played since
last Monday," he said. "That's a
lot of time to prepare for us, a lot
of time to study our game plan.
There will be a lot of emotion
(Monday).
"lt's the last game in their oncampus gym. They're building a
new arena, so it will be the last
time in Woodling Gym. They
were 5-0 (in the conference)
when they came to our place, so
there will be a lot of motivation
there."
Eastern returns home for its
final homestand of the year
against Northeastern Illinois
Thursday at 7:30 p.m.
Eastern (78)
Jones 2-7 2-5 8, Rowe 5-9 13-17 25, Martin
0-0 0-2 0, Johnson 3-810-1117, West 1-1 00 2, McKinnis 1-2 0-0 2, Olson 5-8 2-2 16,
Leib 3-3 2-2 8, Nicholson 0-1 0-0 0. Totals:
20-39 29-39 78.
Akron (70)
Wilczynski 3-5 7-9 13, Freeman 5-9 3-6 13,
Jones 4-7 0-0 8, McCarthy 2-5 0-0 4,
Dawson 1-3 0-0 2, Smith 4-8 1-1 9, Coleman
6-14 3-4 18, Wright 1-2 1-2 3. Totals: 26-53
15-22 70.
Halftime: Eastern 37 Akron 31 , 3-point goals:
Eastern 9-16 (Jones 2-3 Rowe 2-3 Johnson
1-3 Olson 4-7) Rebounds: Eastern 23 (Olson
4) Akron 25 (Wilczynski 8) Assists: Eastern
11 (Rowe 4) Alsron 13 (Coleman 3) Fouled
out: (Wilczynski Freeman McCarthy) Fouls:
Eastern 19 Akron 28 Technical: Wright
Attendance: 2,443.

NORMAL - Eastern women's
basketball coach Barbara Hilke
knew she would have to change
something in her game plan going
into Saturday's contest against
Illinois State.
ISU beat the Lady Panthers by
18 points earlier in the year at
Lantz Gym and knocked off first
place Southern Illinois by 16
points Thursday night.
So Hilke, in her 12th year at
Eastern, implemented what she
called a "quick-hit" offense to rack
up some points against the thirdplace Lady Redbirds.
And her plan worked.
Eastern hit 15 of its first 19
shots from the field and built a 14point first-half lead, then held on
at the end for a 72-70 upset over.
Illinois State in front of 1,502 fans
at Redbird Arena in Normal.
The win was the Lady Panthers'
( 12-11, 7-7) fourth straight and
sixth out of their last seven in the
Gateway Conference. The Lady
Redbirds dropped to 16-8, 11-4.
"We forgot to play the first 20
minutes and I thought Eastern
played a great 40," ISU coach Jill
Hutchison said. "I was very
impressed with Eastern. I thought
they shot the ball extremely well.
We came into the game knowing
that they were playing significantly stronger -than a month ago, and
they certainly proved that to us."
The win jumped Eastern into a

/

fifth-place tie wi
Gateway. The
Lady Bulldogs
Southwest
Saturday, trail
one game in th
place and a spot
tournament.
After Easte
halftime adva
Panthers exten
much as 13
the last of whic
from forward
to give Eastern
11 :07 left.
But Illinois
and cut the I
70-68 on a shot

Eastern domi
track invitatio
By BRIAN HARRIS
Staff writer

Eastern 's men's track team dominated the non-scoring Pepsi
Invitational at Lantz Fieldhouse
this weekend, while long jumper
Nevin Govan and four milers trave Jed to Southern Illinois and
Illinois University in attempts to
qualify for the national meet.
Braidy Miller, Dan Steele and
Jim Sledge set meet records with·
their winning efforts at Lantz.
Miller won the 35-pound weight
throw with a mark of 63-feet 6 3/4
inches, He has consistently hit 63
feet in every competition that he's
entered this season. His school
record 65-feet 11 inches, which he
set last weekend at Southern
11,Jinois, is the second farthest
throw in the country so far this
season.
Dan Steele won the 400-meter
dash in 48.31 which broke the
meet record of 48.67 set by
Eastern 's Ian Isaacs last year. Jim
Sledge took the 55-meter high hurdles in a meet record 7.46 which
ranks hjm third on Eastern 's alltime list. His time is the fastest
electronically-timed effort in
Eastern history. Sledge also tied
for first place in the 200-meter run
and ran the third leg of Eastern 's
mile relay that won in 3:24.48.
Eastern's milers traveled to the

